Parkstone NEWS
NATIONAL
CAREERS LEADER OF THE YEAR!
n Wednesday 7 March Julia Wilkinson, Careers Co-ordinator at
Parkstone Grammar School, attended the Careers Development
Institute annual awards ceremony in Leeds.
During the presentations Julia was delighted to be named National
Careers Leader of the Year for her work in promoting careers and
workplace skills with the students at Parkstone Grammar School.
This prestigious award follows the school’s
recent achievement of the highest level of the
national Quality in Careers Standard that
recognises the outstanding provision within the
school, and the strong partnerships with local
business. Careers provision was also noted in
the school’s recent outstanding Ofsted
inspection as “a particular strength” meaning
that students are well prepared for the next
steps in their education, employment or training.
Parkstone is delighted to be sponsored by Coles
Miller Solicitors as members of the Young
Chamber who have recently themselves
received the Engagement with Education Award
at the Dorset Legal Awards 2018.
Tracy Harris, said “We are very proud of Julia and this incredible achievement.
National recognition of her fantastic work for the students at Parkstone is well
deserved and as a result our students are exceptionally well supported to make the
next steps in their education or training.”
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FRENCH
SPELLING
BEE
The Foreign Language Spelling Bee
is a compeon for students in Year 7 to
pracse and improve their vocabulary, spelling and
memory skills in a foreign language (French, German
or Spanish).
Out of about 1500 students in the region who
entered for French, Parkstone students Ellie Norris,
Amelia Hand and Amanda Cadby reached the
Regional Final on 12 March held at Norton Hill School
in Somerset. In doing so they were in the top 20 in
the region. They had to learn 150 words to say aloud
and spell (using the French pronunciaon of the
alphabet).
All three students achieved really good scores (but
they don't tell us the actual scores) and Ellie Norris
achieved 4th posion overall meaning she qualiﬁes
for the Naonal Final in Cambridge at the end of
June. She now has another 50 words to learn - in
addion to the 150 already done. Ellie received a
medal and cerﬁcate.

ASTRONAUT COMES
TO PARKSTONE
On Wednesday 7 February, Parkstone was visited by
Dr. Suzie Imber - an Associate Professor in Space
Physics.
One of her personal
hobbies
was
mountaineering and
she was climbing a
mountain when she
was asked by the
BBC to participate in
the
hit-show:
Astronauts: Do You
Have What It Takes?
Whilst she was here,
Dr. Imber talked
about her exciting
Dr Suzanne Imber
research and the
University of Leicester
potential for new
discoveries. Her main research interest is the study
of the interaction of the solar wind with the planetary
magnetospheres of the Earth and Mercury. She also
stated how even though she was bad at lacrosse and
wushu kung fu, she always persisted and stayed
determined no matter what – this enabled her to have
the required skills to be an astronaut.
Her supervisor and mentor was heavily involved in the
Messenger mission to Mercury, which went into orbit
during her time at NASA. This gave her the chance
to be the first person to analyse data coming back
from another planet and equipped her with a unique
expertise in this research field.
A Year 9 student commented on the visit: “This
experience was fun and enjoyable, informative and
inspirational.” She added, “Dr. Imber showed me that
trying and never giving up is an excellent way to lead
your life and pursue your dreams.”

Parkstone Grammar School for Girls
Sopers Lane, Poole, BH17 7EP
Tel : 01202 605605
www.parkstone.poole.sch.uk

MESSAGE FROM THE HEADTEACHER
The spring term is always the shortest of the academic year yet always seems to be the busiest! This term
has also been one of contrasts: the snow on the first day of spring, for example, against the budding of
the snowdrops and daffodils just a week before!
Students and staff have had a lot of fun this term both in and out of the classroom and have had some
amazing learning experiences. The fantastic school trips to Washington and Florence over half term are particular highlights.
With the American government shut-down only lifted on the day the students arrived this trip was particularly tense!
As well as being a term of contrasts it also seems to have been the term for competitions. Students of all ages have
competed in: the Cyberfirst competition, Year 8 debating, a French spelling bee, the Biology Olympiad, the Business Tenner
Challenge, not to mention many dozens of sporting fixtures including netball and cross country! Well done to all students
taking part and representing the school – you are all brilliant!
As we move towards Easter examination groups reach the end of their courses and coursework assignments reach
completion. I wish all students in years 11, 12 and 13 well in their revision over the coming months.
Now onto school funding, which seems to have been one of the biggest challenges throughout my time as Headteacher.
A key principle of the government’s ‘Fairer Funding’ policy is to set a minimum funding level per pupil for all state schools.
This followed arguments by schools such as ours that the previous formula (much of which is based on deprivation and
low prior attainment) resulted in schools such as Parkstone Grammar having funding that was insufficient to provide
students with appropriate education. We have experienced a decline in real terms funding per pupil over the last four
financial years. As a result we were delighted that for 2018-19 the new NFF floor for secondary schools was set at
£4600 per pupil, with an increase to £4800 in 2019-20. At Parkstone Grammar we saw this as a very positive move,
as it would enable us to set a balanced budget for 2018-19.
We are therefore bitterly disappointed that the Borough of Poole is, from our understanding, one of only three local
authorities with Grammar Schools (traditionally the lowest funded secondary schools in England) who are not applying the
funding floor for 2018-19. Our increase will be capped at 3.5%, following a vote in Schools’ Forum and a subsequent
decision by elected members. This will mean that our funding per pupil is (we calculate) £4,442 in 2018-19. The likely
pay awards for both teaching and support staff will swallow up the small increase in our funding for 2018-19 with no
additional funding from the Department for Education.
Poole has instead decided to apply a cap of 3.5% to the increase any school could receive in 2018-19, which affects three
schools (ourselves, Poole Grammar and Baden Powell). This decision is to transfer funds to support the High Needs Block
– a budget that pays for the needs of students who cannot be educated in mainstream schools, or can only remain in
mainstream with additional support.
This decision to cap the highest gainers ignores the core principle of government funding – that schools need a minimum
level of funding to educate young people properly. The increase was only potentially so high because of the historic
underfunding of Parkstone Grammar School by the previous formula. We believe that students at Parkstone Grammar
School deserve to have an appropriate allocation of funding, in common with other students in English schools. Given that
so many parents/carers supported our campaign for fairer funding, I felt it only right to explain the current position. I have
written to both local MPs and to the Portfolio Holder for Young People at the Borough of Poole to express these sentiments
and my abject disappointment.
May I take the opportunity to wish you all an enjoyable Easter break.
Tracy Harris

WASHINGTON DC

BUSINESS NEWS

Sixth form Politics and History students
had a great time in February when they
popped over the Atlantic to visit
Washington DC. They reported :

Year 12 Economics students visited London
going to the Bank of England, Mckinsey and
the Tate Modern.
The students explored the museum at the
Bank and received a presentation on inflation
as well as the Bank’s wider role. Mckinseys
delivered a well-received presentation on their
work as well as gender equality in the
workplace.

We arrived not knowing whether the
federal government would be open or
not, and therefore whether anything
would be open for us to visit. The final
vote by the House was scheduled for
5am, and luckily after a budget was
agreed we left the hotel on Friday
morning with an open Washington D.C.
We visited the White House, Congress,
the Library of Congress and the Supreme
Court on the first day – seeing all three
branches of government’s homes. The
second day not only did we see the
original founding documents of the
United States but every memorial the city
had to offer, ending with some
undercover CIA spying. The last day saw a trip to Arlington Cemetery, the Pentagon and
an afternoon exploring the Smithsonian Museums.
The plane & coach were very quiet on the way home - it was a busy and tiring trip for us
all!
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‘WHEN THEY GO LOW’
Our National Theatre Connections student led production of 'When They Go Low' by Natalie Mitchell was performed at Poole
Grammar School in March and then at The Egg Studio, Theatre Royal Bath on 23rd March. Our annual student led productions
have been so successful that we decided to participate in this National Festival for the first time and have called ourselves The
Dolphin Theatre Company as this represents the combined forces of students from Parkstone and Poole Grammar School.
Our exceptionally talented student directors Mae Milner and Olivia Martin have led a large ensemble cast through rehearsal
since November. 'When They Go Low' is a play for now and is described as follows:
Social media is in a frenzy over pictures of Sarah at a party on the weekend – no one knows quite what she got up to. When
Miss Reef lectures the girls on taking more responsibility for their actions, Louise becomes enraged that the boys who took the
pictures aren’t made accountable too. She wages war on the misogyny but when she threatens school stalwart Scott and his
claim to the School Captain title, things get very nasty. A website appears, rating the girls on their appearance and shaming
them for their actions. When They Go Low is about everyday feminism and the changing face of teenage sexuality in an online
world. When they go low, we go high.
Visiting National Theatre Connections Director Edward
Stambollouian came to watch a full run through in rehearsal
in February. Clearly impressed with the achievements of
one of the only student directed pieces in this year's Festival,
he stated:
Dolphin Theatre Company’s producon of When They Go Low is a
playful, invenve, and skillfully directed version of the play. It
combines moments of physicality and abstracted movement with
some really detailed and well observed naturalisc acng. The
company has created a very vivid inner life for the play. The
ensemble have been given character types and have thought about
how their characters would interpret the lines. The show is in a
great place for such an early stage of rehearsals and you have done
an amazing job of leading and inspiring your peers on this project.
You have clearly put huge amounts of thought and hard work into
pulling together this producon.

GEMS HELPER!

SCIENCE LIVE
In January Year 10 students had the
opportunity to listen to a number of talks from
diﬀerent sciensts at GCSE Science Live! in
Oxford.
Aer taking our seats, we waited in ancipaon as the founder’s son introduced
the event and the ﬁrst speaker, Professor Dave Cliﬀ, whose talk began with: “If I’m
speaking too fast, listen quicker!” Professor Lord Robert Winston then took to
the stage to speak about ferlity. He showed us a video of an embryo hatching,
recreated the shape of an ovary using his body and clearly told us that girls can do
just as well as boys in the STEM subjects! Aer a short talk from one of the GCSE
Science examiners about revision and examinaon top ps, Dr Maggie AderinPocock began her lecture on the power of dreams and whether we will ever reach
the stars. She spoke of her childhood dreams and how she got to where she is
now, ending with an inspiring “take a chance”.
Aer a short break for lunch, Professor Alice Roberts explained how we are
thought to have evolved from diﬀerent animals, as obvious as apes and as
astonishing as ﬂies and ﬁsh (did you know that, as an embryo, you had gills?)!
Next, the examiner, Stewart Chenery, gave us advice as to how to answer speciﬁc
quesons and what the command words used in exams really mean.
“Why did I come all the way to the New Theatre in Oxford to see some middleaged bozo drop ice in some water?” Professor Andrea Sella’s hilarious lecture was
on how ice can ﬂoat when no other molecular substances do, and global warming.
Thus ended a wonderful series of talks about various scienﬁc topics.
My personal favourite was Dr Maggie Aderin-Pocock, whose talk on astronomy
was perfectly summed up by one of my peers as “passionate, engaging and
inspiring.”
-Erin Young (10P)
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What
a
gem
of
an
experience!!!!
I
recently
worked at the World Indoor
Athlec Championships as a
volunteer, otherwise known as
Gems. I worked in TIC - Team
Informaon Centre which was
the focal point of informaon
for both athlec team
members, coaches and oﬃcials.
My role was both extremely interesng and varied. In a
nutshell, I was part of the team that dealt with the
athletes and the coaches about high level enquiries such
as such as changes to team entries ming of events,
protocol, protests & appeals, and results.
CLAIRE BIRD - Head of Physical Educaon

GYM AND DANCE 2018
The annual Gym and Dance Compeon once again lived up to its presgious reputaon this year. Held in February, the students’
performances demonstrated their wonderful talents and abilies in both categories.
The Gym and Dance Evening held the next day to showcase the performances to a wider audience, was as popular as ever. Huge
congratulaons to all students involved

THE GREAT BRITISH BOTTLE

The Schools Starpack Packaging
Design Awards are designed to
encourage students to take up a
career in the exciting world of
consumer packaging design.
Parkstone’s
Design
and
Technology Graphics students
have been working towards
submissions for the Awards. Run
by the The Institute of Materials,
Minerals and Mining, the Award is
now in its 58th year!
This year the chosen brief was
to design and make a prototype
bottle with a Great Britain theme and was entitled “The Great British Bottle
(Brexit UK Bottle)”,. The details asked students “to design and produce a
500ml bottle that reflects the ‘Great’ in Great Britain, with a new shape that
represents an aspect of the UK that is recognisable and has features that
would be a ‘must have’ for memorabilia collectors”.
Students are still working hard on their projects which then have to be
narrowed down to six final entries to be submitted on behalf of the school.

ANTIBULLYING
On 21 January, the Year 10 Anti-Bullying
Ambassadors travelled to Poole High to receive their
training. The first thing we did was open our packs
and proudly secure our shiny new badges onto our
lapels before we were introduced to the training
ambassadors and told about the Diana Award.
After discussing the aims for the day and some quick
ice-breakers, we were split into groups to play some
games. We played true or false (did you know that
cyber-bullying is illegal under the Malicious
Communications Act?) before going outside for some
parachute activities. We had a short break before
completing our student workbooks, filling in sections
to do with the different types and definition of bullying
(repeated negative behaviour that is intended to make
others feel upset, uncomfortable or unsafe), why we
became Anti-Bullying Ambassadors and where we can
go for support, to name a few.
An Anti-Bullying Ambassador Leader was elected for
each school - this person has to organise their team
to help produce activities and events for their school’s
anti-bullying campaign. Next, we were tasked with
creating our own short drama piece based on a
bullying scenario, which we had to perform to another
school’s team of Anti-Bullying Ambassadors. Finally,
we watched some videos to gain inspiration for our
campaign and discussed ways we could take action in
our own school community. My favourite activity of the
day was watching the videos as I now feel excited to
raise awareness through some of the ideas I learned.
-Erin Young (10P)
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FLORENCE
Our trip to Italy started on 8 February when we left Parkstone
in a coach and arrived at Gatwick around 11am. Our flight was
enjoyable. When we landed we drove from Pisa to Florence and
walked to the hotel to unpack our bags. It was the end of a
tiring day.
On Friday, our first day, we
walked to the centre of
Florence to explore the
city. Walking up the
Duomo was hard work but
the view was breathtaking. After also climbing
the bell tower, we had
made our way up (and
down) over 1600 steps.
The ceiling of the baptistery was painted in gold and was built between 1059 – 1128
in the Florentine Romanesque style. All three monuments are constructed from green,
white and red marble.
Also during our visit we went to the Uttizi gallery. We saw paintings by Michael Angelo
and a lot of statues. On the same day, we walked up a hill to see the bronze copy of
the Michael Angela David.
All of the group enjoyed many pizzas and different types of pasta and of course gelato!
We had very good weather and flight home. Thank you to Miss Velasco and Mrs Coote
for taking us and Mr Goldsmith for making it all possible.
Alex Burstow and Esme Hide - 9T

In January, 25
Year 8 pupils
took part in the
Cyberfirst
National
Girls
Computing competition organised by
the National Cyber Security Centre.
The girls had a great time, working
in teams to solve cyber security
challenges.

BIOLOGY
OLYMPIAD
Twelve Year 13 students recently
competed in the Royal Society of Biology's
Olympiad compeon.
They had to sit a two hour online paper on
a range of challenging biological concepts.
Students achieved one silver medal, two
bronze medals, 4 highly commended and
3 commended.

LANGUAGE LEADERS
We started language leaders at the beginning of Year 12 as an
extra qualification - we have the opportunity every week to
prepare and deliver a lesson or activities to primary school
students at Hillbourne Primary School (a ten minute walk away).
As well as being great fun it is a fantastic opportunity to develop
leadership and teamwork skills, which are valuable for life, as
well as being useful to put on a CV!
Because of the nature of the qualification, it doesn’t matter what
level you are in your language - only that you are enthusiastic
and willing to teach and inspire younger students in pursuing
languages.
A highlight for us so far, was when we got to work with the French
exchange students at the ‘Brenscombe Bonanza,’ which allowed
us to further develop our language skills as well as meet French
students and learn about their culture.
Language leaders is also a brilliant way to continue studying a
language if you are not doing at A Level because it allows you to
continue practicing languages. The teaching and leading
aspects really help to improve your confidence in speaking
foreign languages - this will be particularly useful on holiday!
All of us have really enjoyed being able to further our language
skills, whilst at the same time gain valuable experience in
leadership and teamwork. It’s a great option to have if you’re
considering going into teaching or working with children, as well
as being great fun at the same time!
Katy Harris
Year 12
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The Tenner Challenge was recently launched
to Year 9.
Students have one month to turn £10 into as
much money as they can.
Past experience has shown that there are
some budding entrepreneurs at Parkstone.
We look forward to finding out how the
students used their tenner!

MUSIC NEWS
• Senior Orchestra is taking part in the
Bournemouth Symphony Orchestra’s
1-2-5 project to celebrate the Orchestra’s
125th anniversary. They’ll perform a piece
of specially composed music written by
James Redwood and local primary schools
at the Lighthouse along with players from
the BSO. The performance is to take place in May and it will
then be performed at the Royal Albert Hall in November as
part of the Music for Youth festival. This is such a
wonderful opportunity for the Orchestra and all the
musicians are looking forward to this exciting challenge.
• Next term students in Year 10 and 12 will be working
with a professional composer and string quartet . They’ll be
learning how to write for strings and be set the task of
composing a piece of their own. They’ll have regular visits
from the composer and their compositions will be
performed and recorded by the string quartet at the end of
the project.
• Year 10 student Miro Vosper has been given a place in
the National Youth Choir. This is a fantastic achievement
and reflects Miro’s talent.
Chris Block - Director of Music

SAFEGUARDING UPDATES
Useful Information for Parents & Carers
Child Sexual Exploitation (CSE)
You may well have seen the report in the Daily Echo in the last few weeks with the Headline; “Sex Gang targeted young girls
in the lower gardens and abused them at Bournemouth hotels”
This worrying report highlights the activities of groups of perpetrators operating in ways which have been reported across
the country in the last few years, including those in Rotherham, Rochdale and Oxford.
Child Sexual Exploitation is a form of child abuse where a child or young person is manipulated into taking part in sexual
acts often believing they are in a consensual relationship.
The following information is taken from a Bournemouth Borough Council leaflet distributed to schools – more information
can be found at www.bournemouth.gov.uk/CSE, or on the websites of Childline or Barnados.
“CSE can happen to any child from any background and any area. The following is a list of warning signs that may mean
a child or young person is being exploited.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Regularly missing from home or school and staying out all night.
Change in behaviour which could either be becoming aggressive or becoming withdrawn.
Increased or secretive mobile phone or computer use.
Unexplained gifts, money or a new mobile phone.
Changes in physical appearance such as wearing new clothes, jewellery or having hair and nails done.
Misusing alcohol and/or drugs
New friends you have never met that may be older.
Changes in emotional well being such as lack of self esteem.
Disengaging from family and friends”

If you are concerned about a child being abused or exploited the advice is to call 101.
We would also be happy to discuss issues that concern you and have access to a number of agencies who may be able
to help.
The important thing to note is that this crime is not just something which happens in other areas of the country. It is
happening in Dorset and it is happening to young people now. Groups of adults target young people, often using younger
people to approach them in the first place and the victims can become trapped very quickly in dangerous and abusive
situations.
Other locations in our region which concern the police are Poole Bus Station and the area around the back of the Dolphin
Centre.

Seen Something? Heard Something? Suspect Something?

SAY Something!
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SAFEGUARDING UPDATES
Useful Information for Parents & Carers
Youth Produced Sexual Imagery or Sexting
The police have recently launched a campaign to continue to highlight the dangers of Sexting. We will be using their publicity
materials for students around school over the next few weeks and we will be speaking to them in assemblies.
The following information is taken from the assembly material we will be using, which was sourced from the Barnados website.
The material will be adapted, as relevant, for different age groups.

What is Sexting?
When people talk about sexting, they usually mean sending and receiving:
*
naked pictures or 'nudes'
*
'underwear shots'
*
sexual or 'dirty pics'
*
rude text messages or videos.
They can be sent to or from a friend, boyfriend, girlfriend or someone you've met online.
Sexting can easily happen. Things can go wrong – even when you didn't mean for them to.

Is It Illegal?
Sexting can be seen as harmless, but creating or sharing explicit images of a child is illegal, even if the person doing it is
a child. It is important to remember that a child is
anyone under the age of 18. A young person is
breaking the law if they:
*
*
*

take an explicit photo or video of themselves or
a friend
share an explicit image or video of a child, even
if it’s shared between children of the same age
Possess, download or store an explicit image or
video of a child, even if the child gave their
permission for it to be created.

The central message here is that any explicit image of
an under 18 is illegal, even if it is a selfie or was taken
with consent.
The key messages we are enforcing in our work with
students are;
*

*
*

*

*

Once you click send you lose control. Once an
image of you is out there it is extremely difficult
to get it back.
People who request an image very rarely keep it
to themselves.
Not everyone is doing it – a key piece of
blackmail or pressure used by someone
requesting an image often comes from one of
the following – ‘everyone else is doing it,’ ‘why
are you so boring…’ ‘if you loved me you would
send it.’
Who to approach for help – if an image has been
sent or received the sooner a young person asks
for help the more chance we have of helping.
Approach a trusted adult as soon as possible
and ask for help.

We will be backing up these assemblies with a series of
posters which the police have distributed reminding
girls of the dangers of sharing images.
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GOVERNORS’ NEWS

“Hello!” again from the Governors at Parkstone Grammar School !

One of the governors’ responsibilities is to take account of the views of our community – students, staff and parents.
Many of you have completed the “Parent View” online survey, just before and during our Ofsted visit. The results
were very positive, with the vast majority of you saying your daughter is happy at school and that you would
recommend Parkstone Grammar to other parents.
However, some parents felt they did not receive useful information from the school about their child’s progress.
There have been significant changes to the grading structures and assessment levels over the last few years and
we want to ensure parents are fully informed with regard to academic progress. Parkstone is therefore reviewing
what information is given to parents and how you receive that information. We will let you know what changes
are being brought in.
At Parkstone, we also conduct a biennial questionnaire to parents and this will be issued later in
the year. I do hope you will find time to complete and return this and let us know what you
think of the changes that have come in so far. Your feedback is important to us, and we do
use it when we are looking at areas for development.
If any of you have any questions on school governance, or are interested in becoming a governor, please
contact myself or our governance professional, Mrs L Newman, through the school office.
Dawn Stark - Chair of Governors

WORLD BOOK DAY
Unfortunately, the snowy weather cancelled our celebrations for World Book Day - but, not to be deterred, we welcomed students
to dress as a book character as part of the recent charity non-uniform day. As you can see from the selection below, the students
embraced the day!

A Level Science students enjoyed two Science Live events in London earlier
this term.
In January Dr Farnfield, Mrs Bradstock and sixth form students went to
London for the A Level Live Chemistry event. Emminent speakers included Faraday Prize Winner Prof Andrea Sella with his talk
on Mercury and Dr Nick Lane with a talk on DNA.
In February Mrs Bradstock, Miss Sweet and sixth form students visited the same venue, this time to the A Level Live Physics
Conference. Speakers at the event included Prof Jim Al-Khalili on Quantum Life:How Physics can revolutionise Biology and
Dr Helen Czerski with her talk “From Bubbles to Oceans: the big wide World of Fluid Dynamics”.
The events also heard from top examiners who gave some very useful hints and tips for the forthcoming exams.
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POETRY SLAM
In February we held the Year 8 Poetry Slam competition and the performers were incredible! Some really thought-provoking slams
and spoken-word poems and some very lively ones too. Runners up prize went to Sumona Dasgupta, Carlie Avery-Carter and
Maria Watson for their poem 'Broken' and 1st place went to Victoria Robertson for her poem 'Loud and Proud'. They should be
very proud of themselves!

Broken

Loud and Proud

Broken, broken, broken, alone
I’m 15, I’m lost, with no home
Friends forgoen, family’s
nown
No fuel to my brain, no chargeunk
to my hope
Broken, broken, broken, alo
ne
Mystery, mystery, mystery, a blur
All black and wh nothing’s true
I’ve lost all my trust andite,
there’s nowhere to turn
My soul is missing, my hea
ised
Mystery, mystery, mysterrty,isabru
blur
I can do it, I can do it, I’ll get throug
h it
Trying, trying, trying, failure
Aching in my head, leaving a trail
Bleeding in my conscience
re’s no success
Uncovering my past but, the
it’s all a mess
Trying, trying, trying, failure
I can do it, I can do it, I’ll get throug
h it
I will never forget the day you leﬅ me
I will never forget the future alone
I will never forget the monst
er inside of me
I should never moan, I should
never groan

ud
Stand up, loud and pro
the crowd
of
one
not
f
Be yoursel
This is what people say
way
But, it’s so much easier this
hts
tlig
No big decisions no spo
trol fights
No mistakes no out of con
ut a thing
abo
rry
wo
not
d
nee
You
words which could sting
No punches no kicks no
Sit down quiet and scared
’t be prepared
Be exactly like that - don
*actually* gives
iety
soc
e
ssag
me
This is the
o lives
wh
s,
They don’t care who die
But wait
Is this right
t
To go down without a figh
ract unwanted attention
att
to
not
so
et
qui
sit
You
ut your intention
But we should care abo
as one
ted
uni
d
stan
We should
job done
any
get
ld
cou
we
er
eth
Tog
to face
Yet here we stand face
other but is this really the
We think we know each
case
anyone for all I know
You could be anything,
, the
rt one, the popular one
sma
But I see you as the
quiet one, the athletic one

I’m anxious
Depressed
Scared
Ugly
Unfortunate
Lonely

NO
These words are wrong
They do not belong
box
People don’t just fit in a
ps no jocks
pre
no
ds
ner
no
There are
t here
righ
Just you and I standing
clear
and
d
lou
ng
With me speaki
f ears?
dea
on
fall
rds
wo
my
But do
in the upcoming years?
nge
cha
a
Will there finally be
els
less cycle of words and lab
Or will it just be and end
les
cab
and
s
As if we are made of cog

I will always remember
you hugged me
I will always remember whtheenday
you
were by my side
I will always remember the courag
e inside me
But that won’t happen anymo
re
Nothing will change
Nothing will happen
This is my fate
I’m stuck here with hate
Everything is gone
I’m so confused
My life is wrong
It was all misused

in?
Is this the world we live
where we give in?
sion
mis
sub
of
rld
wo
A
g to you
thin
last
Let me say one
true and be you
stay
you
ps
hel
it
In hopes

But there’s hope
Love
Peace
Happiness
But I’m only human
I’m ﬁxed, ﬁxed, ﬁxed, and together
Fixed and together
by Sumona, Carlie and Maria

Stand up
Loud and proud
Be yourself
a sound
Don’t be scared to make

Everyone has a voice
use it?
But whether or not you
ice.
That’s your cho
n

by Victoria Robertso
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e are very proud to offer a selection of work from our talented students :

W
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POETRY LIVE
From the perspective of soldiers to the perspective of tiffin boxes, Poetry Live was an
enticing and beneficial experience. We were given tips from examiners on how to
compare unseen poems, as well as analyse the structural and language features within
it, giving an idea of what to notice when studying poems for ourselves; like how and if
the pace of the poem changes, or where there is a volta. In addition, we were able to
receive context for most poems in the anthology first-hand and learning about some
of the experiences each poet has had which can relate to their literature. Poet laureate
Carol Anne Duffy explained how ‘War Photographer’ was inspired by someone she had
met, justifying the third person voice of the poem. She also read ‘Before You Were
Mine’ and spoke about some of her other publications, not afraid to answer questions
on why she found sweat on pearl necklaces sexy.
A favourite among everyone was John Agard who read ‘Checking Out Me History’ and
a separate poem from the anthology. Agard gave an enthusiastic performance as he
read his poem, jumping up and down and encouraging the audience to read and sing
with him. He gave a lot of background to his poems and analysed ‘Checking Out Me
History’ in depth, explaining what he was trying to convey in the poem, and how ‘Nanny
de maroon’ was a black slave, known to the Jamaican Maroons as a leader.
Imtiaz Dharker gave a backstory to ‘Tissue’, how her inspiration was the connection she felt in seeing her date of birth
written in her father’s handwriting, especially since she had lost her contact with him. She also read another poem of
hers, ‘Dabba’s Dialogue’ (tiffin box talks) in which she speaks about working in India, the tiffin box being a lunchbox. Much
like Agard, Dharker read with passion and enthusiasm, changing the tone and pace of her voice at different points of the
poem.
Apart from the heavy rain and tiring journey, Poetry Live was an insightful experience and is worth recommending to future
year groups.
Jannath Ali and Ayesha Begum – Year 10

BERLIN EXPERIENCE
Just
before
the
Christmas holidays, a
group of us went to
Berlin as part of our
German A-Level. We
left on the 6 December
and arrived at Gatwick
at around 6.30pm. Our
flight landed at about
11pm and it’s safe to
say we didn't do
anything other than
unpack and sleep that
night!
Over the next 4 days, we visited a variety of places such as
the DDR Museum where most of us drove an old Trabant (an
East German car), a host of Christmas markets such as the
one at Alexander Platz, a memorial for the dead Jews of
Europe; this was particularly harrowing and bought home the
large scale of the Holocaust. We also visited the East Side
Gallery, it was covered in art from all over the world because
after the fall of the wall it became possible to go right up to
the wall and leave your mark. The German Parliament,
Bundestag, was also very interesting, once inside there is
various architecture and in some places are mini memorials
of when the Russians took the Bundestag, with their names
and tiny messages inscribed on the walls.
The food there was incredible as well, we visited a couple
restaurants and most of us ordered Currywurst at them but
then again that is a typical German meal. The weather was
pretty unpleasant because it was absolutely freezing so to
overcome this we all complained about how obviously cold it
was, which I can tell you, doesn't really help at all, we still
froze. However overall, the trip was brilliant and as a group
we all got on really well; I would love to go back with the
same people, it was a great dynamic and I would strongly
recommend going on this trip if you get the opportunity.
Megan Bourn

CAREERS
CONVENTION
The annual Careers Convention was held on
Wednesday 7 March.
Around 400 parents and students attended to see a
range of over 60 stands which included local and national
employers, other education providers post 16, universities and gap year
specialists. As always the prefects excelled themselves in helping make
the event a success.
Delegates commented that the students were very engaged and had asked
all sorts of well thought out questions making it a positive event for
everyone.
Each year we try and ensure as much variety of delegates as possible. Can
I ask that if you work for a company that was not represented and you think
they would like to be next year then could you please contact me at:
julia.wilkinson@parkstone.poole.sch.uk
Huge thanks to Bidfood who kindly donated the ingredients to ensure that
all delegates were fed prior to the event!

MATHS NEWS
UKMT MATHS CHALLENGE
66 students entered the annual Intermediate
Maths challenge in February (Years 9, 10
and 11). Certificates are awarded to the top
25% of students nationally and we gained 4
gold certificates, 10 silver certificates and 10
bronze certificates. Year 9 student student
Shreeya Sathishkumar qualified for the Intermediate Grey Kangaroo.
Emily O’Brien and Eve Crocombe from Year 11 and Tanya Blanchard
from Year 10 qualified for the more challenging Pink Kangaroo. The
next rounds will be held on Thursday 15 March.
Unfortunately the Junior Team Maths Challenge day was cancelled
due to the snow conditions and we are waiting for it to be
rearranged. However, the entries for the Junior Maths challenge
are now in and it will take place on the 26 April. Good luck to all
those involved.
DROP IN SESSIONS
Need help with your Maths? Please come to the Electronics room
every Tuesday lunchtime. All years welcome especially Year 11,12
and 13.
MR BURGAN - HEAD OF MATHS
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Sport
TEIGAN’S JUDO JOURNEY

The definition of Judo is a sport of unarmed combat derived from ju-jitsu and intended to train the body and
mind. It involves using holds and leverage to unbalance the opponent. It is known as “the gentle way” but
many Judokas (including me) think not! In Judo, we use the strength and speed of our opponent to throw
them. Judo was created in 1882, in Japan, by a Judoka named Jigoro Kano.
I started Judo in the October of 2014, at the age of ten years old. I began because my mother used to do it
when she was younger and her younger brothers (who are around my age) were doing it at the time I started.
Realising she should’ve never given up on the sport, my mum began training again when my two brothers, my
step-sister and I were starting. We joined Poole Judo Club. At first, I wasn’t good at all but my interest in the
sport led me to do small competitions. My first competition was at Poole and I was put in a very mixed weight
group due to there being not a lot of people at all. My technique wasn’t great but people started to see I had
potential because I was an “aggressive” fighter who didn’t want to be thrown. Eventually, I began to train more
and more attending clubs such as Wessex, Ringwood and Nokemono and I made the Dorset squad. I had
improved so much in my first year that I received a “Judoka of the Year” that Christmas.
Judo has allowed me to have many experiences. I grow and develop in Judo by competing more and more sometimes winning and sometimes losing. I have learned that losing doesn’t mean I’m bad - it just teaches
me another lesson. Therefore, I never fear competing or fighting tough opponents. In the summers, I am able
to go to summer camps where I can train and make new friends. In the last year, I have trained alongside people who have represented Great
Britain and are very good at Judo. Every other week, I travel up to Bath to train with Western Area. Last October, I was lucky enough to compete
in two competitions with them in Holland. That weekend was amazing even though I didn’t come away with any medals.
In my most recent competition, in Glastonbury, Somerset, I came away with a gold medal. I fought in the -57kgs weight category against three
other girls. My last fight I knew was going to be tough. My opponent was at the top end of my weight category and I was at the bottom. However,
I won that fight so she got a silver and I got the gold. There was one point in that fight when she was pinning me down and I could’ve lost the
fight but I didn’t want to lose. Therefore, I managed to get out and I threw her, leading me to win. At the moment when I knew I had won I felt
so relieved and really happy with myself. Now I look back, my fights are still a blur to me as they always are but I can identify my strengths and
weaknesses in my fighting.

TEIGAN HOLWELL - Year 8

NETBALL

The U12 netball squad performed
fantastically well in the PEDSSA
tournament at Allenbourne School,
winning nearly all of their matches in the
first round; a narrow defeat to Dumpton.
The team went on to the final where again
they met opposition, Dumpton. After a
closely fought match Parkstone just lost
out to the Golden Goal.
The team then went on to play in the
County finals where again they gelled as a
team and again went into the finals, playing
Dumpton. Unfortunately once again they
were defeated. Well done to all U12 netballers - it was a fabulous
season.
The U13 Netball team qualified for the Dorset County Finals by coming
first in the Area tournament. In March the
A team went to BSG and captain Ellie
Bland said "We played four 14 minute
matches. We lost one and won 3. We
played Dumpton in the semi-finals and
unfortunately lost by two goals. In the 3rd
and 4th playoffs, we lost by one goal,
placing 4th overall. We all learnt lots and
had a fun day out. We're excited for next
year where we hope to go further!"
The U14 netball teams played
exceptionally well this season both in the
league, where the A team won all their
matches and took the title and the B
team came fourth. The A team also
played in the PEDSSA tournament,
coming a close second to Canford. As
a result, they qualified for the County
Finals. They raised their game even
more, undefeated throughout, beating
Canford on this occasion. As County
Champions they represented Dorset at
the SW Regional Finals, where again
their performance and professionalism was outstanding, finishing in the
top 6.
Thanks must go to the PSFA for their support, funding new netball
dresses and to Dave Steward for sponsoring the team by providing new
hoodies.
Netballl Leagues
Years 7, 8, 9 and 10 have all participated in the local leagues with great
success. All squads have received medals, placing them in the top 3 in
each age group. Thanks go to the Games Captains for co-ordinating and
organising the Year 7 and 8 leagues which Parkstone yet again hosted
this year.

SHOWJUMPING
The Parkstone showjumpers, Alex
Allen, Sophie Bourne, Isabelle
Wilkinson, Phoebe Anson and Mimi
Hillier had a great ﬁrst compeon of
the season compeng at the county
qualiﬁer. We entered 3 classes,
Isabelle in the 70, and teams and individuals in the 80 and 90 classes. Our
team in the 80 all jumped brilliant rounds to have an individual 5th place
out of 81 riders and a team 2nd place which qualiﬁed us for the naonal
championship as the top Dorset school team! Alex and Phoebe both
jumped lovely clear rounds in the 90 class. Everyone rode brilliantly at a
very highly compeve compeon.
Alex Allen - Year 13

DORSET WINTER GAMES
On Wednesday 14 March a group of young ambassadors and
volleyball players went to Leaf Academy for the Dorset Winter Games.
As young coaches we (Lauren and Lily) were chosen to do the opening
speech to begin the Dorset Finals. We were nervous but the
experience was rewarding. During the rest of the day our volleyball
team consisting of 6 athletes from Year 9 and 10 played exceptionally
well and came a very close second in a heated final against Lytchett.
The young ambassadors helped lead a load of activities with
participants from Years 3-6 from different junior schools. They were
inspirational and good role models for the younger students. Two of
our young ambassadors were picked to take part in an interview for
a national video for the school games. Our media team spent the day
taking photos and capturing the moments of the day. Overall it was a
fantastic experience for everyone taking part.
LAUREN DOLLIMORE AND LILY WOOD

SPORTS LEADERS & YOUNG AMBASSADORS
With the rising number of students qualifying to become a Sports Leader, it has
been pleasing to see the progress made by students when required to undertake
leadership duties.
At the Dorset Games the Sports Leaders were exemplary role models and really
thrived on being a part of a major event.
To date we have had students attend the Bryanston Sports Leaders Academy and
due to demand, Parkstone is now hosting a course to enable students from Years
7 and 8 to become Sports Leaders.

Has your daughter achieved something wonderful that she’d like to share with the school community? A sport, a hobby, an award, an achievement?
Please share it with us! Email oﬃce@parkstone.poole.sch.uk. We can’t promise to include all arcles, but we will do our best!
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